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A conservative scheme of drift kinetic electrons for gyrokinetic simulations of kineticmagnetohydrodynamic processes in toroidal plasmas has been formulated and verified. Both vector
potential and electron perturbed distribution function are decomposed into adiabatic part with analytic solution and non-adiabatic part solved numerically. The adiabatic parallel electric field is
solved directly from the electron adiabatic response, resulting in a high degree of accuracy. The
consistency between electrostatic potential and parallel vector potential is enforced by using the
electron continuity equation. Since particles are only used to calculate the non-adiabatic response,
which is used to calculate the non-adiabatic vector potential through Ohm’s law, the conservative
scheme minimizes the electron particle noise and mitigates the cancellation problem. Linear dispersion relations of the kinetic Alfven wave and the collisionless tearing mode in cylindrical geometry
have been verified in gyrokinetic toroidal code simulations, which show that the perpendicular grid
size can be larger than the electron collisionless skin depth when the mode wavelength is longer
than the electron skin depth. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4995455
I. INTRODUCTION

The excitation and evolution of macroscopic electromagnetic instabilities in magnetized plasmas often depend
on kinetic effects at microscopic scales and the nonlinear
coupling of multiple physical processes, which span disparate spatial and temporal scales. For example, the excitation
of the neoclassical tearing mode (NTM), the most likely
instability leading to disruption in tokamak,1 depends on the
nonlinear interaction of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
instability, microturbulence, collisional (neoclassical) transport, and energetic particle effects. NTM islands flatten the
local pressure profile and modify plasma flow, thus affecting
microturbulence and the neoclassical bootstrap current. On
the other hand, microturbulence can impact island dynamics
by regulating plasma current and electron heat conductivity
along and across the magnetic field and by driving sheared
flows via Reynolds stress and Maxwell stress. Energetic particles also strongly affect the tearing modes. A fully selfconsistent NTM simulation must incorporate nonlinear interactions between resistive MHD tearing modes, neoclassical
transport, microturbulence, and energetic particle effects. All
these kinetic-MHD processes have characteristic frequencies
below ion cyclotron frequency, which can be most efficiently
studied by the gyrokinetic simulation model.2–4
Gyrokinetic particle simulation4–7 has emerged as a powerful tool for studying nonlinear physics of low frequency
kinetic-MHD processes thanks to advances in physics models,
numerical algorithms, and computing power. In particular, the
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formulation of a perturbative (df ) simulation method8,9 has
drastically reduced particle noises. Nonetheless, electromagnetic gyrokinetic particle simulation incorporating simultaneously ion and electron dynamics is numerically challenging
due to the small electron-to-ion mass ratio, especially for the
long wavelength modes in high b (ratio of kinetic to magnetic
pressure) plasmas.10,11 Thus, a split-weight scheme12,13 has
been developed to analytically calculate the electron adiabatic
responses to the parallel electric field, which further reduces
electron noises.
However, the parallel electric field can be insignificant
for long wavelength shear Alfven waves with non-tearing
parity (such as kinetic ballooning modes and Alfven eigenmodes), where the electrostatic parallel electric field nearly
cancels out with the inductive parallel electric field when the
mode polarization is close to the ideal MHD in high-b (ratio
of kinetic to magnetic pressure) plasmas. A small error in
calculating the electrostatic and vector potentials could result
in a large error in the parallel electric field, which could
greatly affect the electron dynamics. The problem is worse
for the tearing mode, which is driven by a parallel electric
field in a narrow resonant layer with a width of an electron
collisionless skin depth. The electron responses to this parallel electric field is not adiabatic since kjj  0. Outside this
narrow tearing layer, the parallel electric field is small, and
the electron response is close to the ideal MHD response in
the form of massless (adiabatic) electrons, which carry a
non-resonant current that induces the Alfven waves. A
numerical difficulty is to recover this non-resonant current
from the electron distribution function when the parallel
electric field is very small in the ideal MHD limit.
Another well-known numerical difficulty in electromagnetic gyrokinetic simulations is that the calculation of the
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inductive parallel electric field requires a time-derivative of
the parallel vector potential, an operation often leading to a
numerical instability. To avoid this explicit time-derivative
operation, a popular practice is to use canonical momentum
as an independent velocity variable (pjj -formulation), which
artificially adds two large terms to the original Ampere law.
Analytically, these two terms should cancel exactly with
each other. However, a small error in numerically evaluating
these two terms in Ampere’s law can give rise to a residue
that leads to a large error in the parallel vector potential,14,15
which is known as the “cancellation problem” in some gyrokinetic particle and continuum codes, which requires sophisticated numerical techniques or reduced physics models.15–28
Furthermore, to mitigate the cancellation problem in the
electromagnetic simulations, the perturbative (df ) method or
the split-weight scheme needs to use a small perpendicular
grid size of the collisionless electron skin depth even for simulations of non-tearing modes such as electromagnetic ion
temperature gradient (ITG) instability.26
To overcome the difficulties of simultaneously treating
the dynamics of ions and electrons in electromagnetic simulations, a reduced fluid-kinetic hybrid electron model22–25 was
developed by expanding the electron drift kinetic equation
using the electron-to-ion mass ratio as a small parameter. In
the lowest order, the electron is adiabatic and becomes a
massless fluid. The electron kinetic effects are incorporated in
the higher order kinetic equation. It is important here to calculate the parallel electric field directly from electron parallel
force balance rather than from the cancellation between electrostatic and inductive fields. Another key technique is to calculate the non-resonant current from the adiabatic response
by using the parallel vector potential rather than from the
electron distribution function that suffers from electron particle noises. This model accurately recovers low frequency
plasma dielectric responses and faithfully preserves linear
and nonlinear wave-particle resonance for non-tearing modes
in the simulations of microturbulence and Alfven eigenmodes
using the gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC).29–39 The maximum numerical efficiency is achieved by overcoming the
electron Courant condition and suppressing tearing modes
(and associated electron noises). The fluid-kinetic hybrid
electron model solves the original Ampere law, which is free
from the cancellation problem. Recently, the hybrid model
has been extended to incorporate the tearing modes by adding
the resistivity to the electron momentum equation for the
resistive tearing mode40 and by implementing the finite-mass
electron fluid model41 for the collisionless tearing mode.42
Nonetheless, it is desirable to develop a unified formulation that solves the exact electron drift kinetic equation to
incorporate low frequency electromagnetic fluctuations with
both tearing parity and non-tearing parity on the same footing in the gyrokinetic simulations of nonlinear interactions
of multiple kinetic-MHD processes in high-b plasmas. This
aim builds on our recent work,43 where we show that the perturbed electron density and current measured from kinetic
markers in conventional gyrokinetic simulations do not satisfy the electron continuity equation in the conventional df
scheme due to the electron particle noises. Consequently, the
electrostatic potential calculated from the density and the
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parallel vector potential calculated from the current are not
consistent with each other, which results in an unphysically
large parallel electric field. This inconsistency is the primary
cause of the well-known numerical difficulty of electromagnetic df simulation of long wavelength MHD modes with
kinetic electrons as shown by our theoretical error analysis.43
To overcome this inconsistency problem, only the highest
order moment (either electron flow or pressure) required to
close the electron fluid system is calculated by using the distribution function, and other lower order moments are calculated from conservative moment equations of the drift
kinetic equation. This new electron scheme, which is referred
to as a “conservative scheme,”43 solves the exact drift kinetic
equation. For example, our scheme in the pjj -formulation
uses the continuity equation to time advance the electron
density perturbation, and only the perturbed canonical flow
is calculated from the perturbed distribution function.43 In
the vjj -formulation (using parallel velocity as an independent
velocity variable), we need to use both electron continuity
and momentum equations, and the electron kinetic effects
come into the system through the electron pressure.
In this work, the original fluid-kinetic hybrid electron
model is extended to solving the exact drift kinetic electron
model using the conservative scheme43 in the vjj -formulation. In this new conservative scheme, the electron density
perturbation is calculated from the continuity equation, the
electron flow is calculated from the vector potential by
inverting Ampere’s law, and the vector potential is calculated from Ohm’s law. Only the highest order moment, i.e.,
electron pressure, is calculated from the guiding center distribution function, which is used to close the system. The
electron perturbed distribution function df is decomposed
into adiabatic part and non-adiabatic part df ¼ dfa þ dh. We
further separate the parallel vector potential Ajj into adiabatic
part and non-adiabatic part Ajj ¼ dAAjj þ ANA
jj . The adiabatic
vector potential dAAjj and the adiabatic distribution dfa are
defined and analytically solved self-consistently with each
other. The non-adiabatic perturbed distribution function dh
can then be calculated in the simulation. By using the total
Ohm law for Ajj integrated from the drift kinetic equation
and the analytic solution of dAAjj , Ohm’s law for solving ANA
jj
can be derived and solved in the simulation. In summary,
our conservative scheme solves the adiabatic parallel electric
field directly from the electron adiabatic response. The nonadiabatic parallel electric field is solved from Ohm’s law
using the electron non-adiabatic distribution function, which
is free from the cancellation problem. The perturbed density
and parallel flow are numerically conserved thanks to the
use of the continuity equation and Ohm’s law, which brings
numerical stability for long time simulation.
The conservative scheme guarantees the conservation
properties of electron perturbed density and parallel flow and
thus the consistency between the electrostatic potential and
parallel vector potential. Since only the non-adiabatic electron
response is calculated by using particles, our conservative
scheme minimizes the electron particle noise like the splitweight scheme. Furthermore, the field equation for adiabatic
vector potential is free from the cancellation problem, while
the generalized Ohm law is only used to solve the non-
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adiabatic vector potential by using the non-adiabatic electron
response, which mitigates the cancellation problem. We will
show that the perpendicular grid size can be much larger than
the electron skin depth for simulations of long wavelength
modes. The linear dispersion relations of the kinetic Alfven
wave (KAW) in uniform plasmas and the collisionless tearing
mode in cylindrical geometry have been verified in simulations using GTC. This conservative scheme can faithfully capture the tearing mode physics and will be utilized for the
gyrokinetic simulation of the nonlinear interaction of multiple
kinetic-MHD processes in toroidal plasmas ranging from the
micro-tearing mode45 to the neoclassical tearing mode.
This paper is organized as follows: The electromagnetic
gyrokinetic model with vjj formulation and the perturbative df
simulation method are described in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we formulate the conservative scheme of the drift kinetic electron
model for nonlinear electromagnetic simulations in toroidal
geometry. The verifications of this scheme for simulations of
the kinetic Alfven wave and the collisionless tearing mode are
shown in Sec. IV. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.

Bjj ¼ b0  B0 , dB ¼ r  ðAjj b0 Þ, and B ¼ B0 þ dB. The
2
nonlinear potential Za wNL ¼ 2Bl 0 jdBj2  m2a jvE þ vjj dB
is
B0 j
a B0
given in the drift kinetic limit.2 Xa ¼ Zcm
is the cyclotron frea
Ð
1
quency. The overbar ð  Þ ¼ 2p dxdnð  ÞdðR þ qa  xÞ
represents gyroaverage, n is the gyrophase angle, x is the particle position, and qa ¼ b0Xva ? is the gyroradius. For the drift
kinetic electron, the gyro-average can be removed, and R ¼ x
in Eqs. (1)–(3). vE and vNL are the perturbed E  B drift due
to the electrostatic potential and nonlinear potential, respectively, and vd is the magnetic drift

vE ¼
vNL ¼

A. Nonlinear gyrokinetic equations and field equations

The gyrokinetic model has been widely used to study
low frequency waves and instabilities in tokamak plasmas.
The following gyrokinetic ordering is adopted in this paper:
x df e/ dB

 
 kjj qi  Oðeg Þ  1;
Xi
f
T
B0
where x and Xi ¼ eB0 =cmi are the physical mode frequency
andpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ion cyclotron frequency, mi is the ion mass, vthi
¼ T=mi is the ion thermal velocity, qi ¼ vthi =Xi is the ion
gyroradius, df and f are the perturbed and total particle distributions, / and dB are the perturbed electrostatic potential
and the perturbed magnetic field, and kjj is the parallel wave
vector. This gyrokinetic ordering does not assume short perpendicular wavelengths and thus can be used for simulations
of long wavelength modes in the toroidal geometry. This
ordering can be extended to allow the equilibrium gradient
scale length on the order of the perpendicular wavelength.44
The following gyrokinetic Vlasov equation describes
the gyrocenter dynamics by using gyrocenter position R,
magnetic moment l, and parallel velocity vjj as independent
variables in the five dimensional phase space2
!


@
@
þ R_  r þ v_ jj
fa R; vjj ; l; t ¼ 0;
(1)
@t
@vjj
dB
R_ ¼ vjj b0 þ vjj  þ vE þ vd þ vNL ;
Bjj
v_ jj ¼ 

(2)


1 B 
 þ Za rw þ lrB0  Za @Ajj ; (3)
 Za r /
NL

cma @t
ma Bjj

where Za , ma , and fa represent the charge, mass, and distribution of a ¼ i; e particle species, respectively. Ajj is the perturbed parallel vector potential, B0 ¼ B0 þ ðB0 vjj =Xa Þr  b0 ,

c
b0  rwNL ;
Bjj

and
vd ¼

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC GYROKINETIC SIMULATION
MODEL

c

b0  r/;
Bjj

cma v2jj
Za Bjj

b0  ðb0  rb0 Þ þ

cl
b0  rB0 :
Za Bjj

The appearance of Bjj ensures that the gyrocenter equations
of motion preserve the Hamiltonian structure and satisfy
Liouville’s theorem2
@fa Bjj
@t

_ a B Þ þ @ v_ jj fa B  ¼ 0:
þ r  ðRf
jj
jj
@vjj

(4)

Eq. (4) in the conservative form is equivalent to Eqs. (1)–(3).
The electrostatic potential / is solved by the gyrokinetic
Poisson equation

Zi2 ni0 
~ ¼ Zi ni  ene ;
//
(5)
Ti0
Ð
~ tÞ ¼ 1 dvfi0 ðR; vjj ; l; tÞ/ðR;

where /ðx;
tÞ is the second
ni
is
the
ion equilibrium
gyrophase-averaged potential,
f
i0
Ð
Ð
distribution, ni ðx; tÞ ¼ dvfi ðR; vjj ; l; tÞ and ne ðx; tÞ ¼ dvfe
ðx; vjj ; l; tÞÐare the gyrophase-averaged
ion and electron densiÐ 
Ð
1
dv
dl
ties, and dv ¼ 2p
B
dðR
þ qa  xÞdRdn. The
jj jj
mi
2p
electrostatic potential /, ion density ni , and electron density
ne contain both zonal and non-zonal components. We can
solve Eq. (5) for both zonal and non-zonal components
together or we can solve them separately.
The parallel vector potential Ajj is solved by the parallel
Ampere law
r2? Ajj ¼ 


4p  
J jji þ Jjje ;
c

(6)

Ð
whereÐ Jjji ðx; tÞ ¼ Zi vjj dvfi ðX; vjj ; l; tÞ and Jjje ðx; tÞ
¼ qe vjj dvfe ðx; vjj ; l; tÞ.
Equations (1)–(3), (5), and (6) form a closed system
with the vjj -formulation, sometime called “symplectic representation,” for electromagnetic gyrokinetic simulations of
low frequency waves and instabilities in magnetized plasmas. The perpendicular Ampere law can be added to incorporate the compressional magnetic perturbations in the
above model.46
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B. Perturbative df simulation scheme

To reduce particle noises, a perturbative (df ) simulation
scheme8,9 has been developed and successfully exercised in
gyrokinetic simulations by splitting the total distribution
function into the equilibrium and perturbed parts
fa ¼ fa0 þ dfa . Only the perturbed distribution function dfa is
dynamically calculated in the simulation, which reduces the
numerical noise by a factor of ðdfa =fa Þ2 . The equilibrium distribution fa0 is defined as
L0 fa0 ¼ 0;

(7)

@
þ ðvjj b0 þ vd Þ  r  malB B0  rB0 @v@ jj is the
where L0 ¼ @t
jj

equilibrium propagator. The equilibrium distribution function fa0 in the toroidal geometry is a neoclassical solution to
Eq. (7).47 In the df simulation method, the neoclassical solution fa0 to Eq. (7) is implicitly built-in but can be solved in
the gyrokinetic simulation using the df method.48,49 The
equilibrium distribution function fa0 then appears as a source
for the perturbed dfa equation, where fa0 can then be approximated as a shifted Maxwellian as routinely used in the
 m 3=2
a
analytic theory and turbulence simulation: fa0 ¼ na0 2pT
a0
m ðv u

In principles, Eqs. (1)–(3), (5), (6), and (9) can be used as a
closed system for the perturbative df simulations. However,
due to the small electron-ion mass ratio, it is difficult to
apply these equations directly for the electromagnetic simulations, especially for the long wavelength MHD modes. The
time derivative of the parallel vector potential @Ajj =@t in the
vjj -formulation is also difficult to evaluate by a finite difference method. To overcome these difficulties, in Sec. III, we
will formulate the conservative scheme of the drift kinetic
electron with the vjj formulation for the gyrokinetic simulations of kinetic-MHD processes in toroidal geometry.
III. CONSERVATIVE SCHEME FOR DRIFT KINETIC
ELECTRON

In this section, the subscript “e” in most of the electron
quantities is omitted for simplicity since our formulation of
the conservative scheme is only for drift kinetic electrons.
To simplify electron equations for our conservative scheme,
we use the following auxiliary ordering, which can be
relaxed if necessary,
kjj
1
 OðeÞ < 1;

k? k? L

2

Þ þ2lB

exp ½ a jj 2Tjja0a0
, where ujja0 is the parallel equilibrium
flow of each species, and the equilibrium Ampere law is satisc
b0  r  B0 , where na0 is the
fied: Zi ni0 ujji0  ene0 ujje0 ¼ 4p
equilibrium density and Ta0 is the equilibrium temperature of
each species. The effects of neoclassical transport on microturbulence can be incorporated by adding the neoclassical source
term in the dfa equation.
Using Eq. (7) to subtract Eq. (1), the equation of dfa can
be derived as
Ldfa ¼ ðdL1 þ dL2 Þfa0 ;

(8)

where L ¼ @t@ þ R_  r þ v_ jj @v@ jj is the total propagator and dL1
and dL2 are the linear!and nonlinear perturbed propagators
dB
dL1 ¼ vjj  þ vE  r
Bjj
"
!#
l
Za B0
1 @Ajj
@

dB  rB0 þ
 r/ þ
;



ma Bjj
c @t
@vjj
ma Bjj

Za
@
 @  Za B0  rw
dB

r
/
:
dL2 ¼ vNL  r 
NL


ma Bjj
@vjj ma Bjj
@vjj

Here, we only keep nonlinear terms up to the second order
in dL2 .
In the simulation, we can rewrite Eq. (8) by defining the
particle weight as wa ¼ dfa =fa
"
!
dwa
dB
rfa0
¼ ð1  wa Þ  vjj  þ vE þ vNL 
dt
fa0
Bjj
!

@A
dB
B
Z
B
jj
a
0
þ
þ Za   rwNL
þ l   rB0 þ Za   r/
Bjj
c @t
Bjj
Bjj
#
1 @fa0
:
ð9Þ

ma fa0 @vjj

where k? is the perpendicular wave vector and L is the
plasma equilibrium scale length L  ðLn ¼ rlnn;LT ¼ rlnT;
LB ¼ rlnB0 Þ(T is the plasma temperature, n is the electron
density, and B0 is the equilibrium magnetic field). The small
parameter e ¼ a=R is the inverse aspect ratio, where a is the
minor radius and R is the major radius. We keep all linear
terms of the electron drift kinetic equation (i.e., both tearing
parity and non-tearing parity) and nonlinear terms up to the
order Oðeeg Þ in Eq. (8). The term related to the nonlinear
potential wNL in Eq. (8) is the order Oðe2g eÞ and thus dropped
for both ion and electron species since jwNL j=j/j  Oðeg Þ.
This ordering is valid for long wavelength MHD modes with
a low toroidal mode number.
The electrostatic potential / is separated into the nonzonal part d/ and the zonal part (flux-surface averaged part)
h/i as
/ ¼ d/ þ h/i;
Ð

ðÞJdhdf
where h  i ¼ Ð
represents the flux surface averaging,
Jdhdf

h and f are the poloidal and toroidal angles in magnetic coordinates, and J is the Jacobian. The zonal and non-zonal components can be solved by Eq. (5) together or solved
separately by using the non-zonal and zonal solvers in practice due to the large difference of the amplitude between
non-zonal and zonal components in nonlinear simulation.1,24,36 The parallel vector potential Ajj consists of the
adiabatic part dAAjj and the non-adiabatic part ANA
jj as
Ajj ¼ dAAjj þ ANA
jj :
The adiabatic part dAAjj only contains the non-zonal component associated with electron adiabatic responses and the
non-resonant current as in the fluid-kinetic hybrid electron
model.22 The non-adiabatic part ANA
jj contains both the zonal
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NA
component hANA
due to
jj i and non-zonal component dAjj
electron non-adiabatic responses and nonlinear ponderomotive forces.
The electron distribution function consists of the equilibrium and perturbed parts as f ¼ f0 þ df , which are
described by Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively. The equilibrium
Ð
distribution provides the equilibrium density n0 ¼ f0 dv,
which does not evolve in the simulation. TheÐperturbed distribution produces perturbed density dn ¼ df dv, which
evolves in the simulation. We further separate the perturbed
distribution df into the adiabatic response dfa and nonadiabatic response dh as df ¼ dfa þ dh.
The adiabatic vector potential dAAjj is defined as

@dAAjj
@t

¼ cb0  rd/ind ;

(10)

where the non-zonal field d/ind is defined as
ed/ind dn  hdni ed/ @n0 dwA @n0 daA
¼



;
T0
@w n0
@a n0
n0
T0

(11)

where perturbed electron density is separated into a zonal
part hdni and a non-zonal part dn  hdni, w is the poloidal
flux, and a ¼ qðwÞh  f is the magnetic field line label. dwA
and daA are the perturbed quantities. Note that we use electron non-zonal density perturbation to define the adiabatic
vector potential through Eqs. (10) and (11).
The adiabatic magnetic perturbation dBA is defined as


dBA ¼ r  dAAjj b0 :
(12)
Meanwhile, we can write the equilibrium magnetic field
and adiabatic magnetic perturbation using the Clebsch
representation
B0 ¼ rw0  ra0

(13)

dBA ¼ rw0  rdaA þ rdwA  ra0 :

(14)

and

From Eqs. (10), (12)–(14), we obtain the equations for dwA
and daA
@dwA
@d/ind
¼ c
;
@t
@a0

(15)

@daA
@d/ind
¼c
:
@t
@w0

(16)

The adiabatic distribution dfa is defined by the following
equation:

dBA
l
 rf0 jl 
dBA  rB0
vjj b0  rdfa ¼ vjj
B0
B0
iv
jj
þ qe b0  rðd/ þ d/ind Þ
f0 :
(17)
Te0
Using Eqs. (13) and (14), we can solve Eq. (17) and derive
dfa as


eðd/ þ d/ind Þ
@f0 
@f0 
A
f0 þ
dw þ
daA : (18)
dfa ¼
@w0 v?
@a0 v?
T0

Integrating Eq. (18) in the velocity
Ð space and defining the
adiabatic density response dna ¼ dfa dv, we have
dna eðd/ind þ d/Þ @n0 dwA @n0 daA
¼
þ
þ
:
T0
n0
@w n0
@a n0

(19)

We note that Eq. (19) indicates that hdna i ¼ 0. From Eqs.
(11) and (19), we have
dn ¼ dna þ hdni:

(20)

Equation (20) indicates that the adiabatic response dfa contributes to all non-zonal density perturbation, and the nonadiabatic response
dh contributes to all zonal density perturÐ
bation, i.e., dhdv ¼ hdni. Note that although dh does not
contribute to non-zonal density perturbation, it contributes to
higher order non-zonal moments such as perturbed flow and
pressure. We note that Eqs. (10) and (18) ensure that the adiabatic vector potential dAAjj and the adiabatic distribution dfa
are defined and analytically solved self-consistently with
each other, an important consistency absent in the splitweight scheme where the adiabatic response is defined by
using the total vector potential.
In order to calculate the total perturbed density dn, we
take the moment of Eq. (4) to obtain the electron continuity
equation as

@dn
dB
þ r  n0 dujje b0 þ VE þ ujj0
@t
B0
 n0 dujje
1
dP? Vg þ dPjj Vc þ
dB þ dnVE ¼ 0; ð21Þ
þ
B0
T0
where the equilibrium part is removed by using Eq. (7).
dujje and ujj0 are the perturbed and equilibrium parallel
velocities of the electron guiding center, and dPjj and dP?
are the perturbed parallel and perpendicular pressures of the
electron guiding center. VE ¼ cb0  r/=B0 is the E  B
0
0
b0  ðb0  rb0 Þ, and Vg ¼ qcT
drift, Vc ¼ qcT
2 b0  rB0 .
e B0
eB
0

dB ¼ dBA þ dBNA is the total magnetic perturbation, and
dBNA ¼ r  ðANA
jj b0 Þ is the non-adiabatic part of the magnetic perturbation. The continuity equation [Eq. (21)] together
with Ampere’s law and the quasi-neutrality condition can
recover the MHD vorticity equation in uniform plasmas.52
The values of dujje , dPjj , and dP? are required to evolve
Eq. (21). The dujje term can be calculated by inverting
Ampere’s law Eq. (6) as
dujje ¼

c
Zi
u jji :
r2? Ajj þ d
e
4pen0

(22)

Here, we use the original Ampere law to derive the parallel
electron flow dujje . The adiabatic part of the parallel vector
potential dAAjj is solved analytically by Eqs. (10) and (11),
and the non-adiabatic part of the parallel vector potential
ANA
jj is solved from the non-adiabatic electron response dh,
which will be described later. This method is free from the
cancellation problem and greatly improves the accuracy of
calculating the parallel electric field, especially for the long
wavelength modes.
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The electron parallel and perpendicular pressures consist
of adiabatic and non-adiabatic parts as
ð
dPjj ¼ DK me v2jj ðdfa þ dhÞdv ¼ dPAjj þ dPNA
jj ;
ð
dP? ¼ DK lB0 ðdfa þ dhÞdv ¼ dPA? þ dPNA
? :
We take the moment of Eq. (18) to get the adiabatic electron
pressures as
@ ðn0 T0 Þ A @ ðn0 T0 Þ A
dw þ
da ; (23)
dPAjj ¼ en0 ðd/ þ d/ind Þ þ
@w0
@a0
dPA? ¼ en0 ðd/ þ d/ind Þ þ

@ ðn 0 T 0 Þ A @ ðn 0 T 0 Þ A
dw þ
da : (24)
@w0
@a0

The non-adiabatic electron pressures are calculated from the
kinetic electron response as
ð
dPNA
¼
me v2jj dhdv;
(25)
jj
ð
(26)
dPNA
? ¼ lB0 dhdv:
When removing the non-adiabatic parts of the parallel vector
potential and electron responses, Eqs. (10)–(12), (15), (16),
and (21)–(24) form a massless fluid electron model, which is
identical to the lowest order adiabatic electron in the fluidkinetic hybrid electron model.22–25
Next, we formulate the equations for the non-adiabatic
kinetic electron response dh and non-adiabatic parallel vector potential ANA
jj . Using the relation df ¼ dfa þ dh and Eq.
(8), the equation for the non-adiabatic electron response dh
can be written as
Ldh ¼ dL1 f0  L0 dfa dL2 f0  ðdL1 þ dL2 Þdfa ;
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
fIg

(27)

fIIg

where term {I} is linear and term {II} is nonlinear.
Defining the weight function as we ¼ dh=f , one can
write the electron weight equation for the electron nonadiabatic response as
dwe
1  we 1
½dL1 f0  L0 dfa  dL2 f0  ðdL1 þ dL2 Þdfa :
¼
dt
1 þ dfa =f0 f0
(28)
By using the relations of Eqs. (18)–(20), the equation for the
time derivative of the adiabatic response @dfa =@t can be
obtained as


1 @dfa
1 @dn @hdni
1 @f0 @T0  @dwA
¼

þ
f0 @t
n0 @t
@t
f0 @T0 @w0 v? @t

1 @f0 @T0  @daA
þ
;
f0 @T0 @a0 v? @t

which is required in evolving Eq. (28). The time derivative
of the adiabatic response @dfa =@t can be calculated from
Eqs. (15), (16), and (21) easily. In contrast, the time derivative needs to be solved from a higher order moment equation
in the split-weight scheme.13,26
In order to close the system, we can solve the nonadiabatic vector potential ANA
jj using Ohm’s law. To obtain
Ohm’s law, we need the electron momentum equation,
which can be integrated from the electron drift kinetic equation [Eq. (4)] in the conservative form,
n0

@dujje

þ r  n0 dujje ðVE þ 3Vc þ Vg Þ þ n0 ujj0 VE
@t

qe
dB
1 @Ajj
þ n0 b0 þ
 r/ þ
me
B0
c @t

1
dB
dB
þ r  dPjj b0 þ
þ Pjj0
me
B0
B0
1 P?0
dP?
dB  rB0 þ
b0  rB0 ¼ 0; (30)
þ
B0
me B20

where we only keep the terms up to the second order Oðe2g Þ and
make
a closure and truncationÐ on the parallel energy fluxes:
Ð
me v3jj df dv ¼ n0 TÐ0 dujje and lvjj B0 df dv ¼ 3n0 T0 dujje . The
truncated term is r  ½vd Bjj df
Ð vjj dv, which is much smaller
than the leading order term r  ½vjj b0 Bjj df vjj dv. Here, we
note that Eq. (30) with closure and truncation is only used
below to derive Ohm’s law for the non-adiabatic vector potential. Equation (30) is not used to calculate the electron parallel
flow dujje , which is calculated by using the exact Ampere law
[Eq. (22)].
Substituting the Ampere’s law Eq. (22) into electron
momentum Eq. (30), we can derive the Ohm law equation
for total vector potential Ajj . Subtracting Ohm’s law for Ajj
by Eq. (10) and using Eqs. (23)–(26), we can derive the
equation for the non-adiabatic vector potential ANA
jj
0
1
NA
2
2
@A
x
x
B r2?  pe C jj ¼ pe vjj cr2? ðb0  rd/ind Þ; (31)
@|{z} c2 A @t
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
c2
fIg

fIIg

where

c
c
c
c
b0  rdPNA
dBNA  rPjj0 
dB  rdPNA
dB  rd/ind
vjj ¼ 
jj 
jj 
en0
en0 B0
en0 B0
B0
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
fIIIg

fIVg

fVg

fVIg

 cme


c
cme
þ dB  rh/i 
r  n0 dujje ð3Vc þ Vg Þ þ n0 ujj0 VE 
r  n0 dujje VE
en0
en0
B0
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
fVIIg

fVIIIg

dPNA
jj

fIXg

dPNA
?


c Pjj0  P?0
c
þ
dB  rB0 þ
B0  rB0 ;
2
en0
en0
B0
B20
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
fXg

(29)
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We drop the ion contribution @d
u ijj =@t in Eq. (31) due to the
small electron-to-ion mass ratio. In Eq. (31), terms {I} and
{II} represent the electron inertia. Terms {III}, {IV}, and
{V} are the pressure gradient terms associated with either
the kinetic electron response or the non-adiabatic perturbed
magnetic field. Term {VI} is the leading drive of the zonal
current generated by drift Alfven waves.50 Term {VII} is the
zonal flow effect on non-zonal current. Terms {VIII} and
{IX} are linear and nonlinear convective motions, respectively.
the ordering of {IX} with {VI} as
IX We2 compare
 k? de2 , and thus, term {IX} is as important as {VI}
O VI
2 2
de  1 scale such as the colfor the physics containing the k?
lisionless tearing mode. Term {X} represents the mirror
NA
force contribution. When we set dPNA
jj ¼ dP? ¼ 0, i.e.,
removing the kinetic electron effects, Eq. (31) is equivalent
to Eq. (7) from Liu and Chen,41 and this drift kinetic electron
model reduces to the finite-mass fluid electron model.41
Equation (31) solves the non-adiabatic vector potential ANA
jj
from the non-adiabatic perturbed distribution dh. The perpendicular Laplacian on the left-hand-side can be ignored
for long wavelength non-tearing modes. For the collisionless
tearing mode, the wavelength is on the order of the electron
skin depth anyway. Therefore, Eq. (31) is free from the cancellation problem.
Equations (1)–(3), (5), (9), (10)–(12), (15), (16), (18),
(21)–(26), (28), (29), and (31) form a closed system for electromagnetic simulation with kinetic electrons. It can be seen
that all the electron kinetic effects come into our system
from the perturbed kinetic pressures, and the lower order
moments are calculated from the moment equations, and
thus, it guarantees the conservation properties of perturbed
density and parallel flow through Eqs. (10), (21), (22), and
(31) and the consistency between the electrostatic potential
and vector potential (ion parallel flow contribution to the
vector potential is much smaller than electron parallel flow).
It will be shown that the perpendicular grid size does not
need to resolve the electron skin depth when the wavelength
is longer than the electron skin depth in the simulation of
KAW in Sec. IV. The difference between the conservative
scheme and fluid-kinetic hybrid electron model22–25 is that
the fluid-kinetic hybrid electron model solves the electron
drift kinetic equation approximately, while the conservative
scheme solves the exact electron drift kinetic equation.
IV. VERIFICATION OF THE CONSERVATIVE SCHEME

To verify the conservative scheme for electromagnetic
simulations with kinetic electrons, we have implemented it
in the gyrokinetic toroidal code (GTC)7 and carried out simulations of the KAW in uniform plasmas and the collisionless tearing mode in the cylindrical geometry with magnetic
shear. In this section, the quantities with subscript “e” represent the electron quantities.
n wave in uniform plasmas
A. Kinetic Alfve

Assuming that the ion only provides the polarization
density in uniform plasmas, we first use the conservative
scheme to derive the linear dispersion relation. Equation (27)
can be simplified in linear and uniform plasmas as

Phys. Plasmas 24, 102516 (2017)

@
e
1 @Ajj @fe0
þ vjj b0  r dh ¼ 
b0  rd/ þ
@t
me
c @t @vjj


@
þ vjj b0  r dfa :
@t

(32)

In the long wavelength limit, the gyrokinetic Poisson equation (5) reduces to
c2
r2 d/ ¼ dne :
4peVA2 ?

(33)

In uniform plasmas, Eqs. (11), (18), (21), (22), and (31)
reduce to
ene0 ðd/ þ d/ind Þ ¼ dne Te0 ;
dfa ¼

eðd/ þ d/ind Þ
fe0 ;
Te0

@dne
þ ne0 b0  rdujje ¼ 0;
@t
c
r2 Ajj ;
dujje ¼
4pene0 ?
r2? 

(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)

x2pe @ANA
x2pe
jj
2
¼
cr
b0  rdPNA
b

rd/

ð
Þ
0
ind
?
jje :
c2
@t
ene0 c
(38)

Applying the Fourier transform to Eqs. (10) and (32)–(38)
and considering Ajj ¼ dAAjj þ ANA
jj : @t ! ix, b0  r ! ikjj ,
and r? ! ik? , the linear dispersion relation of KAW based
on this model in the uniform plasmas is
!
x2
2 2
 1 ½1 þ ne Z ðne Þ ¼ k?
qs ;
(39)
kjj2 VA2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
wherepﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ne ¼ x=
2kjj vthe , qs ¼ Cs =Xci , vthe ¼ Te0 =me ,
ﬃ
Cs ¼ Te0 =m
Zðne Þ is the plasma dispersion function:
i , and
Ð þ1
2
et
Zðne Þ ¼ p1ﬃﬃp 1 tn
dt.
e
In the simulation of KAW in a uniform plasma, the electron temperature is Te0 ¼ 5:0 keV, the magnetic field is
B0 ¼ 1:5 T, and the ratio between parallel and perpendicular
wave vectors is kjj =k? ¼ 0:01. We scan the electron density
and thus the value of be ¼ 8pne0 Te0 =B20 . First, we use ne0
¼ 1:0  1013 cm3 and the corresponding be ¼ 0:9% and
verify the dependence of the frequency on the wavevector
kqs and the perpendicular grid size Dx=de . The simulation
results agree well with the analytic theory as shown in
Fig. 1, which indicates that the perpendicular grid size can
be much larger than the electron skin depth. Second, we fix
the wavevector kqs ¼ 0:48, change the electron density from
ne0 ¼ 1:0  1013 cm3 to ne0 ¼ 2:0  1014 cm3 , and verify
the dispersion relations of KAW for different be values. As
shown in Fig. 2, both the frequency and damping rate agree
me =mi . In a
with the analytic theory very well when be
high be regime, the damping of KAW is too weak to be measured accurately since the ion Landau damping is removed
in the simulation.
These agreements between GTC simulations of the analytic theory verify that there is no constrain of the electron
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uniform magnetic field, the continuity equation [Eq. (21)]
reduces to
@dne
dB
þ ne0 b0  rdujje þ ne0
 rujje0 ¼ 0;
@t
B0

(41)

c
where ujje0 ¼  4pen
b0  r  B0 in the ion frame.
e0
Combining Eqs. (33), (37), (40), and (41), one will have
the eigenmode equation for the tearing mode,

1
r4? x2 Ajj ¼ r2? 2 x2 n2e Z 0 ðne ÞAjj
de
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
fIg
fIIg

mi
 kjj n2e Z 0 ðne Þðkjj r2?  kjj00 ÞAjj ;
me
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}

(42)

fIIIg

FIG. 1. Dependence of KAW frequency on the wavelength (bottom) and
perpendicular grid size (top) from GTC simulations and from the analytic
theory.

skin depth on the perpendicular grid size in our simulations.
The simulations achieve high accuracy in both long wavelength and high be regimes, which demonstrates the numerical advantages of this model.

B. Collisionless tearing mode in cylindrical geometry

In this subsection, we verify the conservative scheme
for the theory and simulation of the collisionless tearing
mode in cylindrical geometry. For simplicity, we only keep
the equilibrium current that drives the tearing mode and
neglect the density and temperature gradients which could
contribute to the real frequency of the tearing mode.
Therefore, we would have a purely growing collisionless
tearing mode. From Eqs. (10), (25), (32), (34), and (38), one
can readily derive the electron response to the tearing mode,
r2? xAjj ¼

x2pe 1
xAjj  kjj d/ n2e Z 0 ðne Þ;
c c

(40)

where Z 0 ðne Þ is the derivative of the plasma function with
respect to ne .
For the collisionless tearing mode in the plasmas with
uniform density and temperature profiles but with the non-

where kjj00 ¼ d 2 kjj =dr 2 .
Following the asymptotic matching method of Drake
and Lee51 and also Liu and Chen,41 one can derive the dispersion relation for the collisionless tearing mode. By noticing that in the inner region, near the mode rational surface
kh  LB )
kjj  0, the mode structure is steeper (i. e. kr
than that of the outer ideal MHD region (kr  kh  LB ), so
one only needs to keep the leading terms {I} and {II} in Eq.
(42) for the inner region equation
r2? Ajji ¼

1 2 0
n Z ðne ÞAjji ;
de2 e

(43)

where the subscript “i” means the inner region.
For the outer ideal MHD region away from the mode
rational surface, term {III} will dominate since the tearing
mode frequency is smaller than the Alfven wave frequency,
so one can neglect the term {II} for the outer region. Since
the magnetic diffusive time due to the electron inertial term
{I} is much longer than the tearing mode and Alfven wave
periods, the electron inertia related term {I} can also be
removed. Thus, the outer region equation for Ajjo becomes
ðkjj r2?  kjj00 ÞAjjo ¼ 0;

(44)

where the subscript “o” means the outer region.
Using the constant Ajj approximation and matching the
inner and outer regions by using the boundary condition, we
get

FIG. 2. Dependence of KAW frequency (a) and damping rate (b) on be
from GTC simulations and from the
analytic theory.
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ix ¼ c ¼

FIG. 3. Safety factor q profile in collisionless tearing mode simulation.

Ajji 0 Ajjo 0
¼
¼ D0 ;
Ajji
Ajjo

(45)

where Ajji 0 ¼ dAjji =dr, Ajjo 0 ¼ dAjjo =dr, and D0 ¼ dD=dr.
One will have the dispersion relation for the collisionless tearing mode from our kinetic model as
d2
ix ¼ c ¼ peﬃﬃﬃ jkjj0 vte jD0o :
p

(46)

The kinetic dispersion relation, Eq. (46), derived from our
conservative scheme is the same as the result from the electron drift kinetic equation by Drake and Lee.51
When we set dPNA
jje ¼ 0 in Eq. (38), i.e., remove electron
kinetic effects but keep finite electron inertia, we can get the
growth rate of the collisionless tearing mode from the finitemass electron fluid model:

de2 0
jk vte jD0o :
p jj

(47)

This fluid dispersion relation, Eq. (47), is the same with the
41
result of Liupand
ﬃﬃﬃ Chen’s fluid model. The origin for the difference of p between Eqs. (46) and (47) comes from the
fact that the finite mass electron fluid model assumes that the
background electrons are two counter propagating cold
beams with the same speed.41 In the kinetic model, we use
the Maxwellian distribution for the background electron.51
After verifying the analytic dispersion relation of our
formulation, we now verify the GTC simulation of the collisionless tearing mode using the conservative scheme. In
order to compare with the analytic theory, we simulate the
collisionless tearing mode in the cylindrical geometry with
magnetic shear. The equilibrium parameters are uniform
equilibrium electron density ne0 ¼ 1:0  1012 cm3 , temperature Te0 ¼ 5:0 keV, axial magnetic field B0 ¼ 1:0 T, and
axial length L ¼ 2pR0 where R0 ¼ 1:0 m. It should be
pointed out that the radial grid size in this collisionless tearing mode simulation needs to resolve the electron skin depth
de near the rational surface since the mode structure of the
collisionless tearing mode has a scale length of de . This is
different from the KAW simulation in Sec. IV A, where the
radial grid size does not need to resolve the de scale. In the
cylindrical geometry, we carry out the simulations of the collisionless tearing mode in both fluid and kinetic regimes by
using our model with the q profile as shown in Fig. 3, which
gives rise to an unstable collisionless tearing mode with
m ¼ 2 and n ¼ 1. First, we drop the second term on the RHS
of Eq. (38), and our model reduces to the finite mass electron

FIG. 4. Upper panels show the mode
structures of (a) Ajj and (b) / from
GTC fluid electron simulations of the
(2, 1) collisionless tearing mode in
cylindrical geometry. Lower panels
show mode structures of (c) Ajj and (d)
/ from the corresponding GTC kinetic
electron simulations.
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FIG. 5. Radial mode structures of Ajj in the (2, 1) collisionless tearing mode
between GTC kinetic simulation, GTC fluid simulation, and fluid eigenvalue
code in the cylindrical geometry.

fluid model.41,42 The fluid simulation with the realistic
electron-ion mass ratio me =mi ¼ 1=1837 gives the growth
rate c ¼ 0:0014ðCs =R0 Þ. The structures of this (2, 1) mode
for the parallel vector potential Ajj and electrostatic potential
/ on the poloidal plane are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The
fluid simulation results are verified by a 1D eigenvalue
code41 solving the same fluid model, which gives the growth
rate of c ¼ 0:0015ðCs =R0 Þ, and the mode structure agrees
with the GTC fluid simulations. Second, we apply the exact
equation (38) with the non-adiabatic pressure term in the
kinetic electron simulation.
By using the same equilibrium parameter, the kinetic
simulation gives the growth rate of the collisionless tearing
mode c ¼ 0:0031ðCs =R0 Þ. The mode structures of the parallel vector potential Ajj and electrostatic potential / on the
poloidal plane are shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The analytic
growth rate from the electron drift kinetic equation
is estipﬃﬃﬃ
mated as c ¼ 0:0027ðCs =R0 Þ by multiplying p to the fluid
eigenvalue result according to Eqs. (46) and (47). GTC
kinetic simulation results agree reasonably with the analytic
theory. The small difference between the kinetic simulated
and theoretical growth rate comes from the asymptotic
method used in the analytic theory. The inner region is
assumed to be infinitely narrow in the analytic theory but has
a finite width in the simulation. Finally, Fig. 5 shows that
radial mode structures of Ajj between the fluid eigenvalue
code and GTC fluid simulation agree well and that kinetic
electrons have little effects on the radial mode structure.
Thus, our model can faithfully capture the physics of the collisionless tearing mode in both fluid and kinetic regimes.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present an efficient gyrokinetic ion and
drift kinetic electron model for simulations of kinetic-MHD
processes in the toroidal geometry. A novel conservative
scheme is formulated for solving the electron drift kinetic equation. Both the vector potential and electron perturbed response
are decomposed into adiabatic and non-adiabatic parts. The adiabatic parts of the vector potential and electron response are
calculated analytically, while the non-adiabatic electron
response is calculated by using the distribution function, and
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the non-adiabatic vector potential is solved using the nonadiabatic electron response through Ohm’s law, which helps to
decrease the particle noise and mitigate the cancellation problem in the simulation. Only the kinetic pressures are calculated
from the electron distribution function, while the lower order
moments are calculated by using the moment equations, which
guarantees the conservation properties of the electron perturbed
density and parallel flow through the electron continuity equation and generalized Ohm’s law. Thus, the consistency between
the electrostatic potential and vector potential is enforced,
which results in an accurate parallel electric field calculation.
Both the continuity equation and Ohm’s law are derived
by integrating the drift kinetic equation analytically, and the
guiding center dynamics is described by the drift kinetic
equation; thus, this new conservative scheme solves the
exact drift kinetic equation for electrons. The dispersion relation of kinetic Alfven waves in high b plasmas is verified in
GTC simulation, which shows that the perpendicular grid
size does not need to resolve the electron skin depth for the
numerical accuracy and stability when the wavelength is longer than the electron skin depth. Finally, both the growth rate
and mode structure of the collisionless tearing mode in GTC
simulations are verified by the analytic theory and eigenvalue calculation. The applications of the conservative
scheme for gyrokinetic simulations of kinetic-MHD processes ranging from the micro tearing mode to the neoclassical tearing mode in toroidal plasmas will be reported in the
future.
We note that a mixed-variable algorithm proposed by
Mishchenko et al.21 splits the vector potential into ideal
MHD part and higher order perturbed part, where only the
ideal MHD part is free from the cancellation problem. In
contrast, our conservative scheme is generally free from the
cancellation problem since the adiabatic vector potential
(including the ideal MHD and adiabatic response associated
with the parallel electric field and pressure gradients) is calculated from the adiabatic parallel electric field. Our scheme
also enforces the consistency between the electrostatic
potential and parallel vector potential by using the electron
continuity equation, which leads to the accuracy of total parallel electric field calculation, and thus solves the numerical
difficulty of electromagnetic simulation.43
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